
 

 Transparent IPV4/IPV6 traffic Interception & 
Categorization  

 

 Encrypted & Unencrypted traffic 

 

 DNS Intercept Support 

 

 Custom Categories – based on         extensive 
meta data rules—categorize the web and 
local content at the same point! 

 

 Remote Policy Control for service   access—
family, corporate and         regulator based 
policy 

 

 Categorize threats and undesirable applica-
tion content 

 

 Detailed traffic reporting 

 

 Learning & update to re-categorize unknown 
domains 

 

 Categorization and blocking databases updat-
ed automatically, minimizing maintenance; 
work with the best sources in the market for 
complete coverage! 

 

 Modular, virtual network function on 
COTS hardware 

Data access is exponentially increasing in volume but there is also an ever 
increasing variety of content out on the web. Consumers want a degree of 
protection and regulators are increasingly demanding levels of control that detect 
and block unwanted and illegal content.  

In environments where the selective interception of data access is key to 
maintaining policy, brand, and bill payer preference, implementation of a dynamic 
filter is a key need for an operator.  

Traffic Filter  provides the discrete levels of control needed, the flexibility to 
identify and apply to different user types at different times (time of day/day of 
week), transparently.  

Integrating with best in class partners, Traffic Filter provides real time detection 
and reporting of the category of web domain about to be consumed by the end 
user so that the access rules based on that user’s profile can be enforced. 
Combining DNS capabilities with meta-data extraction, web categorization can be 
applied to both encrypted and unencrypted traffic flows for the intelligent 
implementation of access policy.  

Below is an example from customer data of categories analyzed; these can be 
flexibly used to meet users’ needs for filtering out unwanted or harmful content. 
This information can be presented in advanced traffic reporting to the operator. 

IP Traffic Filtering 

DATASHEET 

Example shows classifications by proportions of data.  
Traffic Filter  allows operators to restrict access to any of these categories (HTTP or HTTPS) depending on 

the type of user accessing the network and the policies relevant for that user 

An all-IP solution that enables operators to protect customers from harmful or illegal content 

Key Benefits 



Background 

The Traffic Filter cloud native solution enables categorization of 
web access, access control, protocol, app and activity 
for millions of domains on the web, either in data or DNS path. 
Content can be quickly classified, from adult to games, or 
gambling to search engines, and for both encrypted and 
unencrypted traffic. The solution is supplied with its own in built 
domain database and can also integrate with third parties like 
Symantec. 

Traffic Filter, running in an operator’s network integrates with 
the Internet Watch Foundation, regularly downloading its list of 
URLs to be blocked, assisting operators with compliance with 
local regulatory requirements, for example CIPA. 

 

 

 

 

The categorization of requested content is combined with 
flexible enforcement options (user, group, time of day/day of 
week etc) to deliver all-inclusive use cases. Users are in different 
social, business and policy groups (based on device, access plan, 
time of day, activity). 

These capabilities are combined with Advanced Analytics to 
provide the capabilities for data capture, reporting and analysis. 
This combination provides deep understanding to see changes 
in protocol, app, behavior, how specific policies and 
enforcement are working, and to create a positive proactive 
feedback look for the operations and business teams 

Architecture 

Traffic Filter is built on Enea’s highly scalable Integra Engine. 
Where deployed in the Gi path, Traffic Filter is a service enabler 
identifying and classifying relevant flows and taking policy 
enforcement action, in real time.   

The categorization databases are integrated into the engine 
meaning for efficient lookup to ensure minimal latency in the 
data path. 

This architecture can enable further service enablers, for 
example TCP Accelerator providing real QoE benefits to users 
and Encrypted Video Manager to help operators make best use 
of their network while delivering video content. 

 

 

Policy 

Standard interfaces (for example Gx from PCRF) can be used to 
provide policy to the platform (for example Adult / Teen / 
Child / Corporate) or more granular control may be provided 
through integration with a Subscriber Profile Repository using 
LDAP. Enea’s Stratum Cloud Data Layer can provide this 
functionality.  

 

Find out  
more! 

Simplified architecture 

Enea is one of the world’s leading specialists in software for telecommunications and cybersecurity. The company’s cloud-native 
products are used to enable and protect services for mobile subscribers, enterprise customers, and connected devices. More than 
4.5 billion people rely on Enea technologies in their daily lives. 
For more information: www.enea.com  
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